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Abstract 
GCcseg, F. and H. Jiirgensen, On a,-q-products of automata, Theoretical Computer Science 
86 (1991) 35-51. 
The power of cYo-products, v,-products, and q,-vl-products of automata is compared. As one of 
the main results it is shown that homomorphic representation power of c~,-v,-products is the 
same as that of general products if infinite products are permitted. A detailed analysis of the 
situation when only finite products are allowable is also prcvideci. 
I. Introduction 
The general decomposition theory for automata dates back to the first half of the 
sixties: the decomposition of finite automata into direct products and cascades of 
“simpler” finite automata was given by the Krohn-Rhodes theorem [I]. Slightly 
earlier, a decomposition theory based on other kinds of automaton products was 
initiated by GluSkov and others; for an account of this work up to about the year 
1971 see [4]. A comprehensive treatment of this area was provided recently by 
Gecseg [SJ. 
The problems of automaton decomposition theory can be stated roughly as 
follows: given a special kind of automaton product, which primitive components 
are necessary and sufficient in order to construct all automata? Given two kinds of 
products, are the classes of automata ccnstructibie with these essentially the same? 
As a tool to address these questions, one uses various notions of completeness of 
automaton classes with respect to the particular type of product. 
* This work was supported by the Natural Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada, 
Grant A0243. 
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in this paper we compare three kinds of products. cwproducts are products 
without feed-back ioops. Pas a vIMproduct, every component automaton receives its 
input from at most one automaton in the product, possibly from itself. An CYO-Y~- 
product combines these two properties. Thus. x a(,-+product can be viewed as 
a forest of interconnected automata, essentially. 
In [6] it is shown that the v,-product is metrically equivalent to the generai 
product of automata, that is, to the product without any restrictions concerning the 
interconnection pattern. Very roughly speaking, this means that whichever 
automaton can bc built from a given class of elementary building blocks can a!so 
be built using sindle-wire connections only. These results are strengthened in the 
present paper: the v,-product is replaced by the ao-VI-product. This shows that 
feed-back loops are not required either. 
Of course, when restricting the type of product one has to accept the fact that 
the representatia 3 of a given automaton 1may require more components than with 
the more general product. It may even turn out that infinitely many components 
are required in some cases. On the other hand, from a hardware point of view, the 
complexity of the wiring is more likely to cause serious problems than the mere 
number of processors to be interconnected. In this sense, our purely algebraic result 
has an interesting interpretation for circuit realization, With this application in mind 
one would consider determining the complexity of decompositions with respect o 
a given type of product as one of the most important open problems in this area. 
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we review the basic notions and 
some notation concerning automata. For more details one should consult [5]. In 
Section 3 we show that (infinite) cyO-v, -products have the same homomorphic 
representation power as (infinite) general products. Finite products of automata re 
considered in Section 4. The power of cYo-product, vI -product, and ao-zq-product 
with respect o finite products of finite automata is compared in Section 5. In Section 
6, some concluding remarks are presented. 
and basic notions 
In this section we present he basic notions of automaton theory and the theory 
of automaton products, For further details, reference [5] should be consulted. 
An alphabet is a nonempty set; the elements of an alphabet are called syri;bs!.~ 
or, equivalent1 y, signais. Let X be an alphabet. Then X* denotes the set of all words 
over X, including the empty word E, and X’ = X*\(E). For w E X”, 1 WI is the length 
of W. Pf n is a nonnegative integer then /X” denotes the set of all words of length 
n over X. 
An automaton is a construct ~4 = (A, X, 8) with the following properties: 
(i) A is a nonempty set, the set of sues; 
(ii) X is an alphabet, the iplput alphabet; 
(6) ci : A x X + A is the transition jirnction. 
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The automaton & is said to be jinite if both A and X are finite. It is discrete if 
s(a, x) = a for all a E A and x E X. The function S is extended to A x X* as follows: 
ifp = E, 
S(s(a,x),p’) ifp=xp’withxEXandp’EX*, 
where a E A and p E X*. As usual, we frequently write ap to denote S( a, p) when 
no confusion is possible. 
A sequential machine is a construct 2 = (A, X, 6, Y, A) such that & = (A, X, 6) is 
an automaton and 
(iv) Y is an alphabet , t,he output alphabet, and 
(v) A : A x X + Y is the outputjtinction. 
In such a case, a is said to extend &. Also h is extended to a mapping of A x X* 
into Y*. 
Let X be a class of automata. We say that YC is m-complete if for every integer 
k, k 2 0, there is an automaton & = (A, X, S) E YC with the following property: there 
are a state a E A, a word p E X”, and two signals x, y E X such that apx f upy. 
In this paper, by index set we mean a well-ordered set I with ordering s. Let 
(z!; 1 i E I} be a family of automata J& = ( Ai, Xi, Si) with index set I, let X be an 
alphabet, aiqd let CP be a mapping, 
Q: n Ai X X + n Xi. 
ic, icl 
One defines an automaton & = (A, X, 6) as follows: the state set A of d is given as 
and the transition function 6 satisfies 
for all a E A, x E X, and i E 1, where ni denotes the ith projection. The automaton 
d constructed in this way is called the (general) product of the family {-ePi 1 i E I} 
wit’n respect o X and Q, denoted by 
If I is finite, I={l,..., k} with theasual ordering, say, then we also write 
instead. A oroduct is said to be finite if the index set I is finite. . 
TO simplify notation, we write Qi = a-, 0 
mappings Qi are extended to mappings o 
and i E I. The 
ifp=&, 
Q,(%q)Qs(aq,x) ifp=qxforqEX*,.xEX 
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for u E A and p E X*. One then extends (o to a mapping of A x X* by wi(q(a, p)) = 
cpi(& PI* 
Now assume that .ti is a general product, 
SfZ= II di[x9 Ql* 
ic I 
We say that ,4 is an a,-product if pi( 4, X) is independent of Uj for at1 u E A, x E X, 
and j,j~I withy l 2 i. Thus, by a,-products one models loop-free compositions of 
automata. Similarly and more generally, q-products for t 3 0 have been introduced 
to model automaton compositions with feed-back loops of length at most t. For 
their theory see [S]. 
For z 20 let CP,( I) be the set of subsets of I whose cardinality does not exceed 
t. The automaton product & is said to be a zq-product if there is a mapping 
y : I + ~i( I) such that qi(U, x) is independent of ui for all 0 E A, x E X, and i, j E I 
with j e y(i). To indicate the fact that d is a q-product we write 
JTlz ll &illx,Q5 Yl 
ic I 
and 
d=(d,x&x* l . X &.)1x, Q, YI, 
rLspectively. By a Y,-product one models automaton compositions in which the 
input of evch component depends on the general input and the “output” (or state) 
of at most one other component (possibl;y itself). Again, an analogous and more 
gentral model, v,-products for t 2 0 with, y: I + P,(I), has been introduced and 
studied in [2]. 
A ul -product with the property that y( i) = 8 for all i E I is called a quasi-direct 
product. If in addition X = Xi and cpi(u, x) = x for all i E f, a E A, and x E X, then 
one has a direct product. An cyo-vI -product is a product which is both an ao-product 
and a v,-product. An LY~~-v~ -product can be viewed as a forest of automata with the 
signals flowing up from the roots. 
We now introduce several closure operators on classes of automata. If X is a 
class of automata, and is an operator on automata, then Ox denotes the class 
of all automata obtained by applying 0 to elements of X. The operators to be 
considered are as follows: 
S = taking subautomata, 
= taking homomorphic images, 
= taking direct products, 
= taking general products, 
=fz taking a,I-products, 
= taking vI -products, 
,,,,,, = taking cyo-vI -products, 
= taking finite general products, 
= taking finite a,,-products, 
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fPl = taking finite vl -products, 
f.aO.h = taking finite cyO-vI -products. 
For an alphabet X, let X, denote the (similarit ss of all automata with input 
X. If X is any class of automata then, obviously, (YQ n X, and C_2,,*“,(YO n 
X, are equational classes. For any natural number i, let &K,x,i denote an arbitrary, 
but fixed free automaton in SP,(X) n Y& which is freely generated by i states. In 
the sequel, if x is a class of automata, we implicitly assume that X is nonempty. 
A p-identity is an equation of the form (1, m) = (1, n) or m = n where m, n, 1 are 
nonnegative integers. Let & = (A, X, 6) be an automaton. &’ satisfies the p-identity 
(/, m) = (1, n) if 
aw2.. s xjyly2 l . l y,” = axlx2.. . ~~2~2~. . . z,, 
for all a E A and xl, x2,. . . , xl, yl, y2,. . . , y,, zl, z2, . . . , z,, E X. Moreover, .J@ is 
said to satisfy the p-identity m = n if 
for all al, a+ A and xl, x2,. . . , x,,,, yl, y2,. . . , y,, E X. 
For further details, the book [S] could be consulted. 
3. Infinite products 
In this section we show that (infinite) c+-vl -products have the same homomorphic 
representation power as (infinite) general products. That is, if X is any class of 
automata then HSP,(X) = HSP,,,,,,, (x). The proof of this assertion is based on four 
lemmas. 
The first two lemmas show that the two-state discrete automaton plays a special 
and crucial role. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be an alphabet and X a class of automata. Then the following 
statements hold true: 
(1) if HSP,(x) A Xx contains a two-state discrete automaton & then &x,2 is t 
isomorphic with the direct product of .J$~,~.~ and .s&; 
(2) if ,(X) A X, contains no two-state discrete automaton then .Q&~,~,~ is 
isomorphic with a subautomaton of the direct square of.~$~,~,~. 
Suppose that the two-state automaton SQ = ({a, b}, X, 8) is present in 
X) n Ylx. We show that J& ‘t’ 7 is a disjoint union of two copies of J$,~,~,~. 
Assume the contrary, and let {al ,‘a;} be a free set of generators of &3,x,2. Then 
there are words p, q E X* such that tr, p = a2q. The freeness of &,K.x’,z implies that 
ap = bq in d9 a contradiction! This proves (1). 
Now suppose that & Yl) n Y& contains no two-state discrete automator!. 
a free set erators of .ral,~,.~~. bviously, ,94jl,x,2 is not the 
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disjoint union of two copies of &f,x., ; for otherwise a two-state discrete automaton 
could be obtained as a homomorphic image of @,/,x,2. Therefore, alp = a,q for 
some words p, 4 E X*. By the proof of the theorem of [3] it follows that m = n is 
a valid p-identity in HSP,( YI!) for m = 1 pi and n = Iql. Assume that 
m=min(uiu= 2: is a p-identity in HSP,(Yi) for some u}. 
Let p E X”’ and x E X. It follows that 
a,p=azp=azPx 
and, therefore, alp = a2q in &,.x,z if and only if 1 pl a m and 1412 m. 
Intuitively speaking, this means that & .If,x,2 isbuilt from two copies of &~j~,x,, with 
states “at the top” identified. That is, & ,I/.x,2 is isomorphic with a subautomaton of 
the direct square of J@,,,-~,, . This proves (2). Observe, that .s&,-~,~ = d,If,x,, is the 
single-state automaton if m = 0. Cl 
In order to simplify the statement of the next lemma, we introduce two auxiliary 
notions: An automaton 9 = (f?, X, S) is said to have a split cycle if 9I has k + 2 
distinct states 6, bo, 6, , . . . , bk for some k 2 0 such that 





if i = k 9 
for some x’, xl, x2,. . . , x~+~ E X. Intuitively speaking, 9 has a cycle bO,. . . , bk, 
which may be trivial, and at least one more state which can be reached from the 
cycle. An automaton 93 = (I?, X, S) is said to have a path of length i, where i is a 
natural number, if there are input symbols xl, . . . , xi_ I E X and distinct states 
6 I,. . . ,6i such that S(6i, xj)= b,+l forj= 1,. . . , i-l. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 3% be a class of automata. If Y!’ contains an automaton with split cycle, 
or automata with paths of length i for all natural numbers i, or if HSP,(X) contains 
a two-state discrete automaton then HSP ag “,(Yl) contains a two-state discrete ,
au toma ton 5& 
roof. We distinguish three cases according to the three possible assumptions. 
Case 1: There is an automaton %I = (B, X.fi, S.,) E YC with a split cycle. That is, 
.%I has k + 2 distinct states 6, bo, 6, , . . . , 6k for some k 2 0 such that 
6.,(60, X’) = 6 and S*a(bi, xi+,) = 6i+1 
ifOGi<k, 
60 ifi=k, 
for some x’, x, , x2, . . . , xcI, I E Xn. 
Let I be the set of natural numbers with the usual ordering, and consider an 
alphabet X. For i E I let 9, = 93 and 
‘(‘)= i 
v) ifi= 1, 
{i-l} if i> 1, 
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Let 
~=KKW= l-l %lxQ,Yl 
ic I 
be an a,-v,-product with 9 satisfying the following conditions for all c E C and 
x E X: cp,(c, x) = p:(x) for some arbitrary, but fixed mapping cpi :X + X,& ; for i> 1, 
qi(c, x) = cpj(ci_, , x) where cpi is a mapping of B >i Xfi into XSti such that 
p:(!$X)=X’ and Ql(h", x)= ' 
ifj > 0, 
%+I ifj =0, 
hold true. The rest of Q: is defined in an arbitrary fashion. 
Obviously, % is indeed an cyO-v, -product. For i E I, let Cj be the set of states of 
% of the form 
( Cl,CZ,*-*, ci-l, 9 b bo, bk, bk_,, . . . , bo, bk, bk-,, . . .) 
where c, , c3, . . . . ci- 1 E B. Obviously, Ci n Ci = 8 if i #j. Moreover, by the definition 
of % one has 
S(Ci, X) C Ci+l for every x E X and i E I. 
NOW take the direct square Ce’ of %. For i E I, define Di = Ci x C’i, 0: = Ci x C’i +, , 
and let D = UiE I Di and D’ = Ui, , 0:. The sets D and D’ are the state sets of t No 
disjoint subautomata 9 and 9’ of @. Let & = ({ a, a’), X, a.:,) be a two-state discrete 
automaton. The mapping cy : D u D’+ {a, a’} given by cy( D) = a and cu( D’) = a’ is 
a homomorphism of the union 9 and 9’ onto &. That is, & is the homomorphic 
image of a subautomaton of %‘. Finally, since the direct product of a,-v,-products 
of automata is isomorphic with an ctu(,-v,-product of the same automata, one con- 
cludes that %” E HSP,,,JY%), and thus s4 E 
Case 2: Assume that for every natural number i, YC contains an automaton 
93, = (Bi, Xi, Si) with a path of length i. That is, there are input symbols 
xi,l,. l l 9 Xi,i-, E Xi and distinct states b,, , . . . , bi,i such that Si( bi,,j, Xi,i) = bi,j+l for 
j=l 9.‘.9 i-l. 
Let I and y be as in Case 1, and let X be an alphabet. Consider the cyo-y, -product 
v=(C,x) 6)~ n ai[X,Q, ~1 
if I 
with Q defined using functions Q: in the same way as in Case 1. For i > 1 and x E X 
we let Q:( bi_l,i9 X) = Xi,j l Obviously, such a %’ is indeed an o(,-z+-product. 
For i E I let Ci be the set of states of Ce of the form 
(Cl 9 C?, l - l 3 Ci-I 9 bi.i, bi+l,i, l * a) 
where CjEBj forj=l,...,i - 1. Clearly, Cj n Cj = (b for i Z j and 
S(Cj, X)5 Ci+I 
for i E I and x E X. Define D, D’, and (Y as in Case 1. Again, this shows that d is 
the homomorphic image of a subautomatoq of %’ and thus &E 
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3: We now assume that neither the conditions of Case 1 nor those of Case 
2 are met. That is, X does not contain an automaton with a split cycle nor automata 
with paths of any lengths. Then there are integers k 2 0 and I> 0 such that any 
automaton 9I = (B, X, S) E YC satisfies the following condition: if tP E B, p E Xk, and 
XI, x2,-**, xl E X then 
bp E {bpx,, bpx,x2,. . . , bpx,x2.. . x,}. 
Moreover, bpx = bpy for all 9J = (B, X, 6) E X, b E B, p E XkX*, and x, y E: X. 
Now assume that a two-state discrete automaton & with input alphabet X is an 
element of HSP,(x). Thus, there exists a product 
of a family of automata &i = (Ai, Xi, Si) E X such that ti is the homomorphic image 
of a subautomaton of 3. For every i E I, let &: = (AI, Xi, 6:) be the largest sub- 
automaton of &i such that each a E Ai is on a cycle; that is, for each a E Ai there 
is a word p E XT with ap = a. Consider the subautomaton 9I’= (B’, X, 6’) of 3 
whose state set consists of all b E B which satisfy bi E Ai for all i E I. Clearly, d is 
the homomorphic image of a subautomaton of a’, too. 
Given the special structure of the automata d: according to the conditions of 
this Case 3, the automaton 93’ is isomorphic with a quasi-direct product of the 
automata &:. The quasi-direct product is a special type of cyo-vI -product. Therefore, 
&E HSP,,, JX). Cl . 
Observe that the inclusion HSP u,,,v,( X) c HSP,( X) implies that HSP,( ZK) contains 
a two-state discrete automaton as well whenever the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 are 
fulfilled. 
The statements of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 lead to the following necessary and sufficient 
condition for the equality of SP,(X) and I-?SP,,,,,,(X). 
Corollary 3.3. Let YC be a class 03” automata. T&e folkm+&g conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) HSP,( 5V) = HSP,,, “I (3l.j; 
SPnl,,,,,(k) n X, for every alphabet X. 
Proof. Since identities for automata involve at most two variables, Property (1) 
obtains if and only if J&,-~,~ E SP,,,,,,( Y[) n Y;c alphabet X. Lemma 3.1 
shows that &Jf,x,z is obtained from &,KX I alone i ) n Xx does not contain 
a two-state discrete auto,maton, d say; Hnd that it can be constructed from .&f,,, 
and & otherwise. By Lemma 3.2, A$ E HSP,(Yi) if and only if & E HSP,,,,,(X). 
Therefore, Property (2) imT lies Property (1). The converse implication is 
obvious. q 
ry 3.3 the crucial condition for ,(Y0 = (l,,r,,,( YC) to hold is that 
,,,,,.,(YC) n Yl., for every alphabet X. The next two lemmas establish 
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additional properties which can then be used to prove 
satisfied. 
that this condition is always 
Lemma 3.4. Let s+’ = (A, X.*, 6,) be an automaton such that the class (&) is not 
m-complete. Letp’= xi . . . XL and q’= xi . . . x:, with n = m and xi,. . . , XL E X+ For 
every state a E A, every alphabet X, and every pair of words p = x, . . . x,, q = y, . . . y,, 
with x,, . . . , x,, y,, . . . , y, E X there is ai3 cyo-v, -power 




rr,((a,. . . , a)x, . . . .Ui)= PX: . . . Xi 
.irm((a,. . . , a)y, . . . Yj)= ax: . . . X: 
f ori=O,I ,..., mandj=O,I ,..., n. 
Proof. For a word w and 0 6 i 4 1 WI, let w; denote the prefix of length i of w. Let 
u with 0~ u < m be the largest index for which the states aoph, . . . , sop: are distinct. 





and consider a mapping q which satisfies the following conditions for 6 E B and 
XEX: cp,(b,x)=xi; cp;(b,x)=x,!+, for i=2 ,..., m, j=O ,..., u, and bi-,=i2p,!. 
Clearly, cp can be defined in such a way that 9? is an a,-v,-product. Observe that 
ap:= ap,!forOai<j<mimpliesap:x=ap:yforanyraiandx,yEX. FJ ; otherwise, 
~4 would be m-complete. 
Let b=(a,..., a). By the construction of 9 one has 
and 
bpi = (Cl,. . . , Ci-1, ap:, . . . , apl) 
bqj=(c’,,...,cj_,,aq,J ,..., aql) 
fori=l,..., m,j=l,..., n,andforsome 
Lemma 3.5. Let d = (A, XSC4, S,,) be an 
not m-complete. Let aE A and xi,.. . 
c1 9 - l l 3 ci-l 9 c;, . . . , c.;_,E A. Cl 
automaton such that the class (J) is 
9 xk,, yk~X such that axi...xL# 
I axl, . . . xm-,y:,. For every alphabet X and all x,, . . . , x,, y,,, E X with x, # y,, there 
is an are-v,-power 
93=(B,X,S)=(&x*.*x&)[X,cp, y] 
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which satis$es 
r,,I((a, . . . , a)x+ . . . x,) = axixi . . . xi, 
and 
72,,,((a,.  . , a)x,x, . . . x,,,) = c&S.. . Xi,,, 
r,,,((a, , . . ‘I a)x,xZ . . . x,,,-,y,,,) = axl,-x5 . . . xLIyLr 
f ori=O,l,..., m-l. 
Proof. In order to defini+ the a+,-power 343 of &, let y be given by 
y(i) = ( (b if i= 1, {i-l} ifl<iSm, 
and consider a mapping cp which satisfies the following conditions for b E B and 
xEX: cpl(x,)=x’,; ifm= 1 then cp,(y,) = yi; if m > 1 then 
I 
++I ifj < m - 1, 
Qi(b, X) = Xx, ifj=m- 1 and x f Y,,,, 
Yi?, ifj= m - 1 and .r = y,,,, 
for i=2 ,..., m, j=O ,..., m-l, and b,_,=ax’,...x,k Clearly, Q can be chosen in 
such a way that 93 is well-defined and an Cy,,-v,-product. One verifies that 99 has 
the required properties. Cl 
Theorem 3.6. For any class Ylof automata the equalit_v HSP,(Y%) = HSP,,,,,,,( YC) holds. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.3 it suffices to prove that &.,,,, E HSP,,,,,,,(Yl) n .Xx for every 
alphabet X. Equivalently, it is sufficient to prove that an identity zp = zq with p, 
q E X* which does not hold in HSP,(Yl) n YC,y is not valid in HSP,,,,,,,(X) n Xx 
either. The case of 3% being m-complete is settled by [7, Theorem 11. Therefore, we 
assume in the rest of this proof that 3% is not m-complete. 
Consider an alphabet X, and assume that the identity zp = zq does not hold in 
,(YC) n Y& ; let 
and 
p = x, . . . X~X~+ , . . . x,,, 
with xl,. . . ,x ,,,, _~k+,,. . . ,y,,~ X satisfying xlr+, fyk+, if m, n> k. Then there is an 
automaton d = (A, X,+ S,,) E 3% with the following property: ~4 has a state a E A 
and input symbols 
with Ia k and xl,, f vi+, if m, n > I such that 
ax{ . ..x.x;,, . . . . ~:,,#a.~; . ..x.v;+, . .._v., 
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holds. Let p’= xi . . . x;xi+, . . . xk, and q’= xi . . . xiy;+, . . . yk. We assume that p’, 
q’ are chosen so that I is maximal with these properties. 
If q’ is a proper prefix of p’ then, by Lemma 3.4, one can find an automaton 
Therefore, we also assume 93 E HSP,,,,,,,,(Yl) n Ylx in which zp = zq does not hold. 
that neither q’ is a prefix of p’ nor p’ is a prefix of 4’. 
For i=O,l,...,m and j=f+I,...,:! let 
ax; . . . x;y;+, . . . yi. Consider an ‘~y,?-zq product 
93 -(B, x, 8)=(&V l l xd)[X, p, y-j 
L d 
k + I times 
suchthatforb=(a,_A. ,..., a,_&Bandi=O, l,..., k-t 
al-k+; and 7rk+,(6x, . . a xkyk+,) = b,,,. The existence of 
lows from Lemma 3.5. 
1 one has Q+,(~x, . . . xi) = 
93 E HSP,, ,,,( X) n XX fol- . 
So far, we have shown the following: assuming that X is not m-complete, if 
zp = zq does not hold in HSP,(Yt) n YC,s and if the longest common prefix of p and 
q has length k, then there is an automaton B E HSP ~~,~_v, (Yl) n Xx and a state 6 of 
a such that bpk+ 1 f bq, + 1 where p . Ir+l and qk+ l are the prefixes of length k + 1 of p 
and q, respectively. Now we extend this construction to build an automaton %‘E 
HSP , _, ,,,(YC) n Y& which satisfies cp + cq for some state c. 
Let 
be an cyO-vI -product satisfying the following conditions: y’ is given by y’( 1) = 8 and 
y’(i)={i--1) for i=2 ,..., I-k+l. For c=(b,q ,..., c,_~+,)EC and XEX let 
dk xl = -u, 
-L+, if_~=.~,,,,6~+,=cl,-r,+,,0dj~k+l, 
q;< C, x) = x; if.x=yI,+,, bA+, =al, 
vi+, ifx=yl,+,, hA+, = $+,, 
and for i=3,...,I-k+l, 
-cI,-,,-2,+j ifx==x,+,,c,-,=a,_l,_,,_~,+,,O~j~k+i-l, 
c,D~(c,x)= ~;-k_~,_z,,, ifx=~~,+,,~,_,=a~ I\_Ir-zI+jrk~j~k+i-2, 
.Y;+, if .Y = j’r, ( ,, c, , = b,, , . 
In addition, cpi may only depend on s and bk, , . Obviously, q’ can be defined 
subject to these conditions such that V is well-defined and an a,-q-product. 
Moreover, % is isomorphic with an Cy,,-zq-power 
W=(C’,X,&.)=(5dx l ‘Xd)[X&“, y”] 
- , 
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where 
y”(i) = I y(i) if MiGk+l, i-2 ifk+l<iGI+l, 
and, for arbitrary c=(q,...,q+,)EC’and XEX, 
Now consider the state 
c = ((a14, . . . , a&, al_h_, , . . . , ao) 
in %‘. Withpi=x,...xi for i=l,...,l%l onecomputes 
cPi -=(C’,,..., 4 9 Cl-h, cl-h-r 9 9 l l , co) 
where 
C l-h-j =al_h_j+i if/-k-j+isl+l 
forj=O,..., 1-X: andforsome c),,..., cl E A. Thus, vl+,(cpi) = ai. Similarly, with 
qi=x,...x~yli+l...y~fori=k+l,...,l+lonehas 
I ai ~l+l(C~il= b ifiG/, 1+l if i=l+l. 
We claim that also r,+,(cp) # am+, holds. 
Let ~,+,(cp)=a~ and z,+,(cq)= b’,. Assume that a:,= b’,. Then a, f a:, or 
b” f b:. Without loss in generality, assume that a,,, # a;. Note that since neither 
q’ is a prefix of p’ nor p’ is a prefix of q’, one has m > I and n > 2. 
Suppose that n s m. Then a,,, = a, as, otherwise, the pair consisting of p’ and 
XI... XL would contradict the maximality of 1. Hence & # a,. However, then the 
pair consisting of xi . . . xj+,cp~+,(cp,+, , xl+?. . . x,“) and xi . . . XL contradicts the 
maximality of 1. 
s to consider the case of m < n. Let r E X5 be an arbitrary word of length 
p”= p’r. Assume that ap’= up”. Then the pair consisting of 
x; . . . x’ r+dxqh,, x,+2 l l ’ x,,) and p” contradicts the maximality of 1. If up’ Z up” 
sisting of pv and p” contradicts the maximality of 1. Thus, in all 
cases, we arrive at a contradiction. 
refore cp # cq. This shows that the identity zp = zq does not hold in 
,,,.,(X) n &. Cl 
a few remarks. It states that in terms of 
complex networks of automata can be 
construction 
cue-vl-product for a given general 
it is not clear when an uo- 
how compie 
In this section we study the 
cyo-vI -products or, more precise 
for a given class 5V of automata. 
The first statement, besides being a useful too?, is interestin 
Theorem 4.1. Let SC be a jfnite class of jhite automata which is not m-complete. If 
~,,,,,,( 3Q and ~4 is finitely generated then .& E 
Proof. Let .#=(A,X,S)E SP,,,,_,,,(Y) be finitely generated by (a,, . . . , a,} 
and let 1X(= m. Suppose that SB is the homomorphic image of a subautomaton of 
an (Y~-z+ -product 
~=(B,Xhd= n di[x,Q,Yl 
ic I 
where &iE%C for icI. For j=l,..., n let 6, be a pre-image of CJ, under this 
homomorphism. Let 2’ = (B’, X, 6’) be the subautomaton of 9 which is generated 
by the set (b,,..., b,,}. Let ti = max{lAii 1 i E I} and v = 1x1. Let k be an arbitrary. 
but fixed nonnegative integer such that for any % = (C, X‘, 6,) in 3K, CE C, p E 
X:X”, , and x, YE X, one has cp.: = cpy. As 2 is not m-complete, such a k exists, 
and it can be deter-ntine d effectively as 2 is finite. 
We show that there is a finite a,,-v, -product a = (B, X, 8) of automata chosen 
from the family {A& 1i E I} whose number of factors does not exceed VU”’ with 
t I (m h+‘-l)/(m -1) ifm>l, = k+l ifm=l, 
such that a subautomaton @ of a is isomorphic with 53’. 
Qn I we define an equivalence relation p by the following condition: (i,j) E p if 
and only if &=94, and n,(b,)p,(br,p)=~,(&)q+(6,.g) for r=l,...,n and all 
PE X* with IpI s k. By the choice of k, (i,j)~ p implies that r,(b,)cp,(b,, 9) = 
q(b,)q,(b,, 9) for r= 1,. . . , n and ail 9~ X”. 
ow, t is the number of words over X whose Iength does not exceed k 
there can be at most UV”’ p-classes. Let (i, , i:, . . . , i,} be L 
of l - l c if. 
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which is defined by the following conditions for j z= 1,. . . , 1, x E X: 
‘(j)= 
(b if ~(4) =(?, 
{ii,} ifj,E{l,..., I},r(i,)=(j’),jij,__i’)Ep, 
and 
@(b, x) = (pi,+, _Y) 
where 6 and 6 satisfy 
6 = bjl if (i,, j’) E ~0 
Clearly, B is an Ok++-product. 
For i= l,..., n and j= 1,. .., I let 6 E Bi defined by ni(&) = ni,(bi). Let B’ be 
the subautomaton of a which is generated by the set { 6,) . . . , 6,). Consider the 
mapping cy : LB’-, @ given by a( b,p) = &p for p E X*. Gearly, cy is an 
isomorphism. 0 
A class X of automata is said to satisfy the semi-LetiCevskCcondition if X contains 
an automaton & = (A, X, 6) which has a state a, two input symbols x9 y and an 
input word p E X* such that ax f ay and axp = a. In general, the semi-LetiCevskiT 
condition implies m-completeness. For frnite 2 the two properties are equivalent. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a class of finite automata which 
LetiCevskir condition. Then HSP,-,,( X) = HSPr,, V,,,,., (X). 
does not satisfy the semi- 
Proof. The inclusion HSP f,tr,, ,.,(X) c HSP,.,( XJ is obvious. For the converse, con- , . 
sider an arbitrary finite product 
of automata in X, and let d be the homomorphic image of a subautomaton of 9. 
Let X’={Aili=l,..., n}. The class Y’ is finite and does not satisfy the semi- 
LetiEevski? condition. Hence, it is not m-complete. By Theorems 3.6 and 4.1 we 
SPr,tYo.,,,(X’) and thus c(;9 E SP,,, (,,,‘, (X). cl 
The following decidability result is an immediate consequence of the proof of 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
.3. Let X be a finite class of jinite automata. 1’ is not m-complete then, 
for any given finite automaton d it is decidable whether d Sp,.,,, ,,,, (3%) or whether 
dE f-,g(W 
The lact result of this section shows that the finite cY,,-v,-product and the finite 
general product are also equivalent in some limited sense when outputs are con- 
sidered. We say that the cy(,-V, -product is metrically equiz-glent to the general product 
if for every class 3% the following condition is satisfied. Let d = (A, X, S.,) E 
and Q E A; consider an arbitrary nonnegative integer k and a sequential machine 
J$ = (A, X, S.,.d, Y, AJ extending .A Then there is an automaton 9 = (I?, X, S,,) E 
I.%.Q (3{), a state 6 E B, and an extension of 2 to 
(B,X,S.,, Y&) such that h,.,(n,p)=h.,(b,p) for all 
length does not exceed k. 
a sequential machine 3 = 
input words p E X* whose 
Theorem 4.4. The q)-vI -product is metrically equivalent to the general product. 
Proof. Let 3% be an arbitrary class of finite automata. If 3l is m-complete then, by 
the proof of [7, Theorem 11, the conditions for metric equivalence are satisfied. If 
x is not m-complete then HS SPfqtl ,,,, ,(W as shown above. El 
5. Comparison of ptadwt types 
In this section we provide an example which shop that the a,-product and the 
v, -product are each more powerful than the a,,-v,-product as far as kmomorphic 
representations by finite products of finite automata are concerned. 
For every natural number n, let C,# = { 1, = . . , n}. Let %,, = ( C,l, {x}, S,,) be the 
n-state counter given by 
S,,U, x) = 1 i+1 ifi=l,...,n-1, 1 if i = ra. 
Let X =(x,, . . . , -PC,} and C={O,l,..., 12). Let %‘= (C, X, S) be the automaton 
shown in Fig. 1. Consider the class 3% = ( 9??, Ce3, %}. 
Fig. 1. The automaton C. 
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First, we show that %,+ SP~JX). For this, consider the product 
d=(A,{x),&d=(% %x~)[(x), Q] 
where p is given by 
and 
CPA% 4 = 4 Q&'J, x) = X, 
I 
x1 ifi=j= 1, 
x2 ifi=j=2, 
Q3(G, j), x) = 1 x3 if i= l,j=3, x4 if i=2,j= 1, 
I x5 if i= l,j=2, x6 if id, j=3. 
Obviously, d is an +-product. Nloreover, the subautomaton generated by the state 
(1, 1, P) is isomorphic with %,*. 
Next, we show that VI2 is also contained in HSPr,,,(X). For this purpose, consider 
the vl -product 
3 = ( v)[{x), Q, Yl 
with y(l)=(l) and 
xi if i = 1,. . . ,6, 
Q( i9 x) = xj-6 if i = 7,. . I) 12, 
arbitrary if i = 0. 
Obviously, 9 is isomorphic WIGI 2 TIrbautomaton of V12. 
Finally, we show that (e12e result follows from the following 
assertion to b proved in the sequ tii\;z ;E {1,2,3,6}. 
Let 
~=(D,{.X),&d=(J&X* l l X&)[{x),Q,Yl 
be an aO-v,-product of automata from X If none of the factors is %’ then the only 
counters which are homomorphic images of subautomata of 9 are Ce, %Y2, CeJ9 and 
%6. Therefore, assume that at least one factor, A& say, is equal to %. 
. . . , dk) generates a subautomaton of 9 which is isomorphic 
with a counter. We show that di = 0 if Sp, = %. 
Consider i = 1. The input of ~4, depends on the input to the total product only; 
that is, it is a power of some fixed input symbol of 5%‘. But jp = 0 for every j E C and 
generates a counter then d, = 0 in this situation. 
been proved for all t c i. If y(i) = (3 or y(i) = {i’} 
with A& = % then di depends on the global input only, and the statement follows 
erefore, su at y(i) = {i’} and -Ai* f 5%‘. 
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Assume that die= W3 and di # 0. Consider the state 
if di+3S 12, 
if di = 10, 
if di = 11, 
if di = 12. 
Then S,(di, Qi(d, x))=O or &(df, Qi( 
case Of &it= S2 is dealt with similarly. 
These observations can be summar! ed as follows. 
, , a contradiction 1The 
Theorem 5.1. There is a#nite class offinite automata such that both 
SP,,,( X) are strictly larger than 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper the rather surprising result is proved that the general product and 
the rwo-~,-product of automata have the same homomorphic representation power. 
For special classes of finite automata, this result extends to finite products. However, 
as was shown in the previous section, there are situations when only an infinite 
two-q-product can be found to represent a given finite general product. Indeed, 
already finite a,-products and finite v,-products are stronger than finite cyo-zq- 
products, in this sense. In this context, the actual complexity of the a,-v,-product 
representing a given (finite) automaton remains as a major open problem. 
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